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Base metals 

So much for index reweighting expectations! Aluminium, nickel and to a lesser extent 

zinc were all bid on yesterday’s close, contrary to consensus expectations over how 

prices might behave during the commodity index rebalancing and roll period. With a

sizeable information disadvantage to those not actively operating index-related or index

tracking products, and a lack of clarity over new allocations or redemptions, its always

difficult to predict how prices will evolve during this phase. Turnover has been fairly

average this morning with the metals generally trading sideways to lower heading into 

the afternoon.  

Copper has seen dip-buying interest emerge with the metal again trading below 

$6,100. A large increase in LME in inventory has also helped to knock confidence, 

though of the 8,225 mt increase in on-warrant stocks this morning, 5,700 mt was in 

Antwerp. The rest of the material was in Asian locations, including 1,500 mt into Johor, 

500 mt into Singapore and 600 mt into Busan. Interestingly, the nearby copper spreads 

(cash-3m) tightened over the course of yesterday and eased off only very slightly in 

response to the data. On the SHFE market, inventory climbed a very modest 751 mt, 

though the physical market is under a bit of pressure ahead of the Jan-15 delivery data 

and amid imported cargoes aided by the narrowing in the SHFE-LME arbitrage. 

Aluminium also saw the nearby spreads tighten sharply yesterday, with the Cash-3m 

spread heard around $19-20 contango, more or less around valuation, compared to 

yesterday’s starting valuation of $26.75 contango. Given the rally on the close 

yesterday, the market will likely have been spooked and may well be anticipating 

another volatile afternoon.  

Nickel remains well supported, with tightness in the Chinese physical market helping 

support prices in China. Ferronickel discounts have narrowed over the past few weeks, 

as has the arbitrage, and there will likely be some spill over support for LME prices too.

LME stocks have stabilised and even come under pressure in recent weeks. This 

morning’s 2,382 mt increase in on-warrant stocks was mainly due to the re-warranting 

of previously cancelled material in Johor, while headline inventory declined by 678 mt. 

Leon Westgate

Precious metals 

A stable dollar has helped gold to consolidate, with the market waiting for the first NFP 

figures of the year. Expectations are for a 240K increase, with our bias for a slightly 

higher number. While gold is slightly firmer heading into the afternoon, silver has

struggled with the metal trading below $16.30 this morning before recovering slightly.

Gold remains vulnerable to the data print, however it needs quite a bit of a shove in 

either direction to break out of range-trading mode.  

The PGMs remain well supported with platinum continuing to build a base, while 

palladium is still consolidating after a strong end to December. In other news, Royal 

Bakofeng has suspended operations at its North Shaft underground operation (part of 

it’s  Bafokeng Rasimone Platinum Mine) after the death of a contractor. 

By Leon Westgate
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Bulk commodities 

Chinese financial steels fell again today, as the micro sector continued to work hard to 

overcome the industry “oversupplies” wrought from the 1-Jan boron rebate tax 

removal; as well as Beijing’s Jan construction site safety checks. Meanwhile China’s Dec 

CPI printed up just 0.1% at 1.5% y/y (vs 1.4% in Nov), in line with expectations and 

the lowest in 5-years, due to a slight rise in winter food prices, while Dec PPI fell its 

sharpest in 2 years, off -3.3% y/y (and below expectations for a -3.1% slide and a -

2.7% slide in Nov), following the steep slump in oil prices. China is planning to cut fuel 

prices by RMB 350/t from 13-Jan, which will weigh further on PPI and CPI levels.   

Aggregate loan data is the next set to watch, due out by mid-next week, with RMB 1.2 

trillion expected.  

A brief spike upwards late in the day occurred on the back of rumours of an imminent 

RRR cut, however markets sold off soon afterwards, particularly equities. The market is 

a little too expectant for further stimulus, particularly in light of recent Beijing 

messaging that the PBOC wants to watch the 40bp rate cut effectiveness first. 

However with global trade conditions further weakening, and domestic inflation 

remaining steadfastly lower, eventually Beijing will act. Policymakers had said they were 

concerned that a rally in winter CPI levels could occur, however at this stage, the 

overall impact as seen by the Dec CPI result is muted.   

For DCE, IO remained range-bound, with port stocks rising 0.46mt to 98.7mt. Met coal 

also range traded, after gapping lower yesterday morning, while coke was more 

pressured to the downside. ZCE thermal also suffered a pricing slump, despite recent 

falls in port stocks.   

Meanwhile for Atlantic thermal, the EUR rallied yesterday afternoon on news that 

sanctions against Russia could be lifted if Putin agrees to shift from his Ukrainian 

political-military shenanigans in Crimea, with short-covering evident. However the 

market has awoken this morning to another poor round of economic results from 

Germany and France for Nov, tanking both the EUR and oil. US Dec payrolls are due 

out today, with a rise of 240k expected (vs 321 in Nov), while wage growth is 

expected to be 0.2%, after 0.4% in Nov.  The ECB is meanwhile reputedly discussing a 

EUR 500bln QE plan, smaller-than-expected.  

Oil has been choppy, with some US drillers cancelling rigs early, following $ falls, which 

may help crimp US daily output from its recent >9m/bbd pump rate, with global 

oversupplies predicted at 2m/bbd. Meanwhile the Saudis continue to state that no 

OPEC curbs will occur. The price has now tested below $50/bbl twice in the past 3 

days and then recovered strongly.        

Shanghai Equities fell 0.24% to 3,285 points, however intra-day trading was volatile, 

with a rally on the back of RRR rumours taking SHA above 3,400 across the afternoon. 

China’s Securities Journal said that a bull property market was unlikely for a long time, 

due to oversupply, insufficient housing demand and more stable policies. Beijing has 

selected 2 provinces for an urbanisation trial, Jiangsu & Anhui to encourage migration, 

land reform and private-public investments. Guangdong appears to have bird flu again. 

China’s retail auto sales rose 11.3% y/y to 2.01m units.  

Shanghai 7-day interbank rates remained down at 3.76%, with a flat stance by the 

PBOC for the 4th week in a row. Liquidity may tighten however into mid-next week, 

with c.RMB 1.7bln locking up for a fresh IPO round. Spot Currency traded at 6.1204, 

while the PBOC reference rate set at 6.1296. 
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Shanghai Rebar Futures May-14 contract closed off RMB 22/t at RMB 2,557/t, while 

the Oct-15 contract closed down RMB 23/t at RMB 2,579/t. Dazong HRC Mar-14 

futures shifted off RMB 33/t to RMB 2,860/t, while SHFE HRC May-15 futures fell 

RMB 44/t to RMB 2,834/t. 

Among physical steels, Tangshan billet prices remained flat again at RMB 2,110/t, 

ultimately a good sign after a tough few weeks, helped by falling steel inventories! 

Rebar prices fell RMB 10/t in Shanghai and fell RMB 10-20/t in Beijing. Prices have 

fallen RMB 70-110/t w/w, as the market adjusts to the export boron rebate loss. HRC 

prices dropped RMB 10-20/t in Shanghai and in RMB 50/t in Beijing. Baosteel has 

rolled over its flat prices for February, although offering discounts of up to RMB 150/t 

for early bookings.  

Warehouse Rebar stocks rose 0.03mt to 4.24mt last week, while HRC stocks rose 

0.011mt w/w to 2.4mt, both smaller rises than the prior week. Meanwhile, 

encouragingly, mill stocks have fallen 1.64mt w/w to 13.242mt. CISA steel mills 

produced 1.7224mt/day in the last 10 days of Dec, off 3.6% p/p.  

Dalian Commodity Exchange IO May-15 contract fell RMB 2/t to RMB 510/t, while 

the Sept-15 contract closed down RMB 4/t at RMB 492/t. Chinese IO port stocks 

rose 0.46mt to 98.7mt, with arrivals at China’s 6 main ports up 1.34mt w/w to 

10.18mt. Mill stocks remain at 24 days.  

The TSI Fe 62% China CFR price index fell 80 cents to $69.80/t (MTD: $/t). The 

Platts Fe 62% index fell 50 cents to $70.50/t, while the TSI Fe 58% index fell 90 

cents to $62.40/t (MTD: $/t). The Metal Bulletin Fe 62% index dropped 18 cents to 

$71.18/t, while its Fe 58% index dropped 17 cents to $59.07/t. Argus Fe 62% 

printed at $68.85/t.  

In IO supply news, the Quebec government is discussing with Cliffs the opportunity to 

restart the 7mtpa Bloom Lake facility.  

The Baltic Exchange Cape index shifted off 2.21% to $3,315/day, with C3 at 

$9.645/t and C5 at $4.232/t, while C4 is $3.85/t and C7 is $5.595/t. FFA Cal15 

capes are trading in the $10,100/day range, while 1Q15 trading in the $6,100 /day 

range.  

For Q2:15 thermal coal prices, API 2 is trading at $58.10/t; API 4 is trading at 

$57.60/t; while Newcastle is trading at $56/t. Among physical globalCOAL deals, 

NEWC April traded at $57/t, Feb traded at $62.45/t and then $63/t; while RB1 Feb 

traded at $60/t late yesterday. An ARA Jan-cargo traded at $58.30/t, followed by a 

Feb-cargo at $62/t.  

India’s coal imports hit 210.6mt in 2014, up 19% y/y. Indonesia has revised its 

domestic 2015 coal requirements down from 110mt to 92mt, following delays to 

certain new power projects. Indonesia expects to produce 460-500mt in 2015. RBCT 

stocks have built up to 5.5-5.6mt by year-end from 5mt mid-Dec, although down from 

end-Nov’s 6mt level, following record Dec shipments of 6.86mt.  

Zhengzhou Futures May-15 thermal contract prices dropped RMB 4.8/t to RMB 

475/t, while the Sept-15 contract fell RMB 1.6/t to RMB 484.2/t. Coal stocks at 

major ports dropped 0.8% d/d and 1.0% w/w to 18.14mt.   Coal stocks at QHD port 

dropped further today, off 0.3% d/d but up 2.5% w/w to 7.01mt. Coal stocks at GZ 

port dropped 5.7% d/d and 16.3% w/w to 2.20mt.  

Premium Hard Coking Coal spot prices are trading in the $110-115/t Qld FOB range, 

with China CFR prices ranging $117-122/t. TSI FOB Qld printed at $112.80/t, while 
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China CFR printed at $117.30/t. MB FOB Qld printed at $113.26/t, while China CFR 

printed at $117.43/t. The Argus Qld fob index printed at $1121.58/t.  

Queensland shipped 215.59mt in 2014, up 19.26mt or 9.8% from 2013’s 196.34mt. 

NSW shipped 173.34mt in 2014, up 8.4% y/y compared to 2013’s 159.94mt level.  

On the Dalian Exchange, May-15 coke price traded off RMB 7/t to RMB 1,056/t, 

while the Sept-15 contract dropped RMB 3/t to RMB 1,075/t. Among Dalian HCC 

prices, May-15 contract prices closed off RMB 6/t to RMB 737/t, while the Sept-15 

contract fell RMB 3/t to RMB 750/t. Chinese coking coal stocks at major ports fell 

7.1% to 7.03mt from 7.57mt last week.   

By Melinda Moore 
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Commodities Data 
                        
LME 3 month   Open Close High Low Daily change Change (%) Cash Settle Change in cash 

settle 
Cash - 3m

Aluminium 1,792 1,832 1,835 1,787 40 2.23 1,793.00 -29 -31.25
Copper 6,127 6,104 6,189 6,104 -23 -0.37 6,216.00 -93 68.50
Lead 1,845 1,851 1,875 1,845 6 0.33 1,833.00 -12 -14.75
Nickel 15,500 15,550 15,590 15,261 50 0.32 14,585.00 -295 -74.00
Tin 19,700 19,780 19,799 19,600 80 0.41 19,650.00 250 15.50
Zinc 2,141 2,160 2,172 2,137 19 0.89 2,155.00 -29 -11.00
      
LME 
inventory  

Today Yesterday In Out One day 
change

YTD change 
(mt)

Cancelled 
warrants (mt) 

Cancelled 
warrants (%) 

Contract 
turnover

Aluminium 4,166,825 4,175,750 0 8,925 -8,925 -43,450 2,314,625 56 302,754
Copper 187,475 179,225 8,325 75 8,250 10,450 24,100 13 159,645
Lead 220,775 221,975 0 1,200 -1,200 -1,200 10,325 5 58,893
Nickel 415,164 415,842 270 948 -678 2,016 88,410 21 79,320
Tin 12,135 12,165 20 50 -30 90 2,335 19 7,153
Zinc 673,175 676,375 0 3,200 -3,200 -18,425 172,975 26 205,778
      
Shanghai 3-
month 

Open Last 1d  Change COMEX Open Close Change Change (%)

Aluminium 12850 12845 45 Ali Feb'14 - - - -
Copper 45000 44550 -190 Cu Feb'14 276.95 274.05 -2.9 -1.05
Zinc 19,700 19,780 -1   
      
Precious 
metals 

     

 AM Fix PM Fix High bid Low offer Closing bid Daily change   
Gold 1,211.00 1,200.00 1,216.87 1,204.48 1,208.44 -23.33   
Silver - 16.29 16.67 16.31 16.35 -0.84   
Platinum 1,214.00 1,206.00 1,227.80 1,214.80 1,217.00 -38.10   
Palladium 797.00 794.00 796.75 786.35 790.30 11.00   
      
Forwards (%) 1 month 2 months 3 months 6 months 12 months   
Gold 0.025 0.0425 0.06 0.09 0.15   
Silver 0.62 0.616 0.618 0.612 0.568   
USD Libor 0.1665 0.2148 0.2521 0.3613 0.6273   
      
Technical 
Indicators 

30-day RSI 10-day MA 20-day MA 100-day MA 200-day MA Support Resistance  

Gold 51.41 1,190.03 1,195.25 1,215.32 1,256.10 1,207.38 1,214.21  
Silver 48.14 15.92 16.07 17.14 18.56 16.16 16.40  
Platinum 47.11 1,206.52 1,207.76 1,272.72 1,366.39 1,217.01 1,226.53  
Palladium 49.53 803.73 803.18 807.86 821.46 790.88 797.18  
      
Active Month 
Future 

COMEX GLD COMEX SLV NYMEX PAL NYMEX PLAT DGCX GLD TOCOM GLD CBOT GLD  

Settlement 1210 16.255 798.25 1210.9 1210.4 4634 1204  
Open Interest 379292 152659 32802 65754 735 73137 21  
Change in 
Open Interest 

-15140 19372 -3536 4720 -531 -29605 -292  

      
Energy      
Energy 
futures 
pricing 

1 month Change 2 month Change 3 month Change 6 month Change 

Sing Gasoil 
($/bbbl) 

64.959 0.27 64.351 0.32 64.715 0.30 66.245 0.23 

Gasoil 0.1% 
Rdam ($/mt) 

479.25 -0.50 487.25 -0.50 490 -0.50 501.5 0.00 

NWE CIF jet 
($/mt) 

536.36 0.25 532.34 -0.90 535.19 -1.17 549.22 -0.41 

Singapore 
Kero ($/bbl) 

65.21 0.24 65.151 0.30 65.505 0.26 67.035 0.09 

3.5% Rdam 
barges 
($/mt) 

244.917 2.80 246.444 1.70 249.923 1.68 261.252 1.89 

1% Fuel Oil 
FOB ($/mt) 

250.31 3.03 252.94 2.15 256.55 2.06 268.65 1.89 

Sing FO180 
Cargo ($/mt) 

281.411 3.56 279.36 2.45 281.798 2.39 291.565 2.62 

      
Thermal coal Q3 14 Change Q4 14 Change Q1 15 Change Cal 15 Change 
API2 (CIF 
ARA) 

74.50 -0.50 77.05 -0.45 78.65 -0.35 80.45 -0.40 

API4 (FOB 
RBCT) 

73.85 -0.15 74.05 -0.20 75.25 -0.05 76.75 -0.10 

Source: LME, Comex, Nymex, SHFE, Standard Bank Plc 
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Commodity Data cont. 
Bulks   
  Latest Price 1-day 1-week 1-month 3-month 6-month
Turkish Scrap 80:20 (Iskinderun CFR)  $/t 313.48 0.00% 6.98% -7.09% -12.94% -20.23%
China Tangshan Steel Billet $/t 354.00 -1.94% -12.38% -12.59% -20.81% -28.48%
China HRC export (Shanghai FOB) $/t 442.00 -1.34% -4.33% -9.61% -13.84% -17.07%
North Europe HRC domestic (ex-works) $/t 390.00 0.00% -4.88% -8.24% -4.88% -9.30%
North America HRC domestic (Midwest FOB) $/t 600.00 -0.50% -3.23% -8.54% -9.77% -12.28%
   
Steel—Futures   
LME Billet Cash  $/t 490.00 0.00% 0.00% 9.44% 25.48% 46.27%
LME Billet Futures (1-mth) $/t 490.00 0.00% 0.00% 9.38% 25.16% 46.27%
LME Steel Billet Stocks—change 0.00 - - - - -
Shanghai Rebar Futures (Active contract) $/t 413.02 -1.66% -2.84% 1.39% -12.90% -22.52%
Shanghai Rebar Futures On-Warrant Stocks—change 0.00 - - - - -
China Steel Inventory (million tonnes) 10.15 0.00% 2.43% -13.25% -22.04% -21.78%
   
Iron ore   
China Iron Ore Fines  (62% Fe; CFR Tianjin) $/t   
China Iron Ore Fines  (58% Fe; CFR Tianjin) $/t   
SGX AsiaClear IO Swaps 62% Fe $/t (1-mth) 70.94 0.38% 2.01% -9.67% -25.97% -45.33%
China Iron Ore Inventory (million tonnes) 95.15 0.00% -3.59% -7.79% -11.08% 16.75%
   
Coking coal   
Premium Hard Coking Coal (Qld FOB) $/t 114.10 0.00% 0.04% 0.26% 0.22% -14.88%
   
Capesize freight   
Saldanha South Africa-Beilun China 6.75 0.00% -19.16% -48.86% -51.26% -61.97%
   
Financials pricing   
RMB Currency 6.21 0.02% 0.34% 1.28% 0.16% 2.53%
China 7-day repo 3.76 -25.93% -23.36% 24.76% -0.39% -3.71%
Shanghai Equities Composite  3285.41 1.57% 15.02% 37.50% 61.16% 62.03%
Source: LME, Bloomberg, Standard Bank Plc 
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This material is "non-independent research".  Non-independent research is a "marketing communication" as defined in the UK FCA 

Handbook. It has not been prepared in accordance with the full legal requirements designed to promote independence of research 

and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research. 

Additional information with respect to any security referred to herein may be made available on request. This material is for the 
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taking any investment decision based on this communication or for any necessary explanation of its content. It does not take into 

account the particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs of individual clients. Before acting on any advice or 

recommendations in this material, clients should consider whether it is suitable for their particular circumstances and, if necessary, 
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unfavourable. Some investments discussed in this marketing communication have a high level of volatility. High volatility investments 
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original investment. Indeed, in the case of some investments the potential losses may exceed the amount of initial investment, in such 
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